Continuously Tuning Epitaxial Strains by Thermal Mismatch.
Strain engineering of thin films is a conventionally employed approach to enhance material properties and to energetically prefer ground states that would otherwise not be attainable. Controlling strain states in perovskite oxide thin films is usually accomplished through coherent epitaxy by using lattice-mismatched substrates with similar crystal structures. However, the limited choice of suitable oxide substrates makes certain strain states experimentally inaccessible and a continuous tuning impossible. Here, we report a strategy to continuously tune epitaxial strains in perovskite films grown on Si(001) by utilizing the large difference of thermal expansion coefficients between the film and the substrate. By establishing an adsorption-controlled growth window for SrTiO3 thin films on Si using hybrid molecular beam epitaxy, the magnitude of strain can be solely attributed to thermal expansion mismatch, which only depends on the difference between growth and room temperature. Second-harmonic generation measurements revealed that structure properties of SrTiO3 films could be tuned by this method using films with different strain states. Our work provides a strategy to generate continuous strain states in oxide/semiconductor pseudomorphic buffer structures that could help achieve desired material functionalities.